
1 ABUSES 3 SAME SHIT (Scheißegal)! 4 EXHAUSTING SILENCE

Judged, unexpected and sudden I learned it by myself ignore everything
another muddied story is a natural tendency but being present
massacred for no reason I learned to hate trying to plug
left to die as if nothing happened those who wants to crush us the gaps of silence that
weight goes down to inhuman levels in this dirty game come unexpectedly
injury, torture and no answers without moral darkness can't find the light
infamous assault and negligence I feel hate towards you! the gap continues
to hide everything hate towards you! to live inside us

Now just try to tell me and you realize that it would take
And laughs over his suffering that you are responsible the nothingness to destroy it
I can't tolerate this a big
I can't accept this the most respected An ecstasy of nothing

and you don't give a fuck quick trip
NO! in a slow path

but after all we are fucking silence
what scares you the most incessant darkness
we'll continue to scream darkness can't find the light

2 TOMORROW AT 8 what hurts you the most
STATE - NATION - CAPITAL

Tired of waiting for your message SAME SHIT
knowing when my calvary will start STATE - NATION - CAPITAL ---------------------------------
to earn a fucking salary SCHEIßEGAL
I break my back until evening   DEF.
I have to sweat for a piece of bread Free thought and alive astatic: astatic balance of a 
instead you have to call me without barriers solid, that maintains its 

just try to stop us independence, regardless of 
TOMORROW AT 8 we go beyond the limits the external forces acting on it.
TOMORROW AT 8 as untouchable wind

we overcome obstacles ---------------------------------
Coward, you're never satisfied you'd like to see us blocked
you like watching people trudging stopped - exhausted A/STATICO - TOMORROW VOTE SHIT
you like watching people exhausting you'd like to see us falling
you're always under tension because of the master in your infamous life
I am always under tension because of an asshole   in your sea of shit
meanwhile I'm waiting for the suspicious message  identitary insanities or

master-markets
TOMORROW AT 8   
TOMORROW AT 8
REST FOR TOMORROW!

5 A SUPERIOR SPECIES you are the best being! 7 VOTE I
the best being!

Believed to be infallible you are the one who decides Another cycle gone
believed to be the best who borns and here are the posters
but what I realized who lives ready to scream
is that we're just who dies! how much I hate you
the worst life

yes, you know, but All your smiling faces
the others are stupid promising false changes
yes, you know, but I do not delegate, I manage myself
they're so useless the future is mine, vote I
go on, continue 6 SERENE POISON Reforms of reforms, decrees on decrees
continue to shout are repeated stories that make us restless

The sky spits poison for that reason I've chosen, vote I
you are the best being! I'm not much serene
the best being! breathing the poison unarmed Taxes on taxes you empty my pockets
you are the one who decides from the sky
who borns A new cycle starts, fuck posters
who lives comes poison what I'm thinking is to see you all hanging
who dies! I'm not much serene nothing has changed as

suspected and by the book
Continuously doped of The sky spits poison pigs fall and here are some new
your infinite immoral ego I'm not much serene ready to take their places
everything is due for you breathing the poison unarmed the game is repeated but my position
superior earthling from the sky remains the same
but when you'll see

that someone will come a jungle getting industrial Vote I, it's my right
and you'll not want odd-even rationing of my breathe Vote I, I organize
to fall into clutches The sky spits poison Vote I, is what I think
of these slaughterers I'm not much serene Vote I, you can be sure!
then maybe you'll implore       
those who you considered worse
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